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his is the first part of a three-part series of articles on the chemical contamination of a small Arkansas community. It is the worst hazardous waste
situation yet known in the U.S., more serious than those that forced evacuation
of residents from Love Canal, N.Y. and Times Beach, Mo.
Babies are dying and adults succumbing to sudden disease in three neighborhoods that border EPA Superfund cleanup sites in Jacksonville, Ark. But
the ramifications reach far beyond these sites.
Jacksonville holds a mirror to larger national questions surrounding toxic
wastes, incineration and the continued production of deadly chemicals. It also
reflects neglect and mismanagement by federal and state governments. And
the picture encompasses not only the Pentagon and its Agent Orange and
rocket fuel contracts, but the hidden involvement of multinational corporations
and foreign entanglements.
The Arkansas saga is a microcosm of a much bigger problem in an increasingly toxic America, for what has happened in Jacksonville is far from an
isolated phenomenon. Particularly in the rural South, many similar communities fighting for their economic survival have become dumping grounds.
While state and local officials as well as business leaders protect their interests,
the impoverished suffer—and take on the struggle against greed and indifference. In dozens of areas, people like Arkansas' Patty Frase are running the
gauntlet to fight the pollution affecting their homes. This is their story, too.
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By Dick Russell
( J A C K S O N V I L L E , ARK.

T IS A QUIET SUNDAY AFTERNOON IN THIS CITY OF
nearly 30,000 residents 12 miles northeast of the state.capita] of Little Rock.
Patty Frase turns her station wagon off
the freeway and onto Route 67 leading into
town, then says, "Just don't touch the food,
drink the water or even wash your hands in
Jacksonville."
Some local citizens don't call their hometown Jacksonville. They refer to it as "Dioxinville," and to the Arkansas Department of
Pollution Control and Ecology as the "Department of Political Corruption and Endangerment." And with good reason: this Arkansas community is the site of the worst dioxin
contamination in the U.S.. with levels of the
poison found in local soil testing well above
the range that led to the Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) 1983 evacuation of
Times Beach, Mo.
'The people of Jacksonville should have
long ago been given the right to evacuate
and received compensation for their homes,"
says Lois Gibbs, director of the national Citizen's Clearinghouse for Hazardous Wastes
based in Arlington, Va. "The dimension of
the problem is just outrageous—babies
dying, whole neighborhoods with unbelievable cancer rates. When I was there three
years ago, they were talking about dioxin
being in the drinking water supply while the
federal Centers for Disease Control (CDC) environment may have adverse effects on
was saying there was no cause for alarm. both human and animal populations."
Dr. Samuel Epstein, one of the nation's
The truth really has never been exposed."
Frase has been working around-the-clock foremost experts on the health effects of
since 1981 to get the truth out. She says she toxic chemicals, says TCDD is the most pofinds herself up against many formidable op- tent cancer-causing and fetus-malforming
ponents seeking to keep the lid on an explo- substance known, producing effects in exsive situation: the Pentagon, the CDC, the perimental animals at concentrations as low
EPA, Dow Chemical, Arkansas Gov. Bill Clin- as 10 to 100 parts per trillion. (See story on
page 10 for more on dioxin.)
ton, his state bureaucracies and a local
The EPA considers dioxin dangerous to
Chamber of Commerce-sponsored group
human health when it measures one part per
called Jacksonville People With Pride.
"Witch's brew": Ever since World War billion. Anything above that "action level" is
11, three different chemical companies had supposed to compel the EPA to begin
manufactured a growing range of toxic cleanup. Just one part per million is therechemicals here. The first plant, locally fore 1,000 times more toxic. In Jacksonville
owned Reasor-Hill Chemical, was originally dioxin was measured in about 2,800 barrels
located on Little Rock Air Force Base prop- of 2,4,5-T herbicide waste stored at the
chemical site at concentrations as high as
erly. After moving in 1948 to the current
111 parts, per million. The average was 40
plant site, the company continued to manparts
per million. Some of the barrels of 2,4-D
ufacture the since-banned DOT, aldrin and
waste
were discovered to be leaking when
dieldrin pesticides and insecticides. Herthe
EPA
moved onto the site in 1987 and
cules, Inc., which took over the site in 1961,
initiated
re-drumming
and other cleanup. Alproduced at the plant nearly 20 percent of
together, at least 30,000 barrels of hazardous
the Agent Orange shipped overseas for defoliating the jungles during the Vietnam War. materials still await disposal.
Levels of dioxin higher than one part per
After Hercules sold the Jacksonville operabillion have also been found in two soil samtion, Vertac Chemical Corporation continued to manufacture for domestic use both
ples taken from residents' yards near Vertac,
of the herbicides used in Agent Orange. They
as well as in the air, in the city sewer system
were 2,4,5,-T, banned as a cancer-causing
and lagoons, in the sediments of the nearby
agent by the EPA in 1983, and 2,4-D, also a
flood plain, and in fish and wood ducks.
suspected human carcinogen.
The Jacksonville chemical plant currently
ranks 18th on the EPA's Superfund list of
The result, as described in one federal
court proceeding, has been a "witch's brew" nearly 1,000 priority toxic waste cleanups.
of contamination of air and water, not only As an EPA official testified at a 1984 hearing,
even if dioxin were not present, "the highly
in Jacksonville but also stretching for miles
toxic nature of the other chemicals would
along the Bayou Meto flood plain. About 20
cause it to be included."
chemicals have been measured in JacksonAnd the people of Jacksonville face
ville's air, including 12 that were also found
another, even grimmer, possibility. At a court
in tests at contaminated Ldve Canal, N.Y.
proceeding against Vertac in Little Rock last
Then there is dioxin, a contaminant bysummer, U.S. District Judge Henry Woods
product of Agent Orange, 2,4,5-T and possibly 2,4-D herbicides. According to a publica- reiterated concerns he had expressed since
1980 that the wastes are stored in "tornado
tion of the EPA's Office of Research and Dealley." Added Judge Woods, "Certainly we
velopment titled Dioxins, "It is reasonable
won't want a Chernobyl-type disaster with
to presume that the slightest trace of 2,3,7-8TCDD [the most lethal form of dioxin] in the

I

this spewed all over Arkansas. Some plan
needs to be developed to get rid of that material. I'm sick of it."
Citing an inability to meet standards for
the discharge of pollutants into the city
sewer system, Vertac closed its doors in January 1986. The next year two more Superfund
sites were added at two Jacksonville landfills.
"Go get 'em, Patty": For years, there
were two mainstays of the local economy—
the chemical plants and the Little Rock Air
Force Base. Since the mid-'50s, Prase's father
had served off and on as acting base commander.
"In 1974 my father had just retired from
the military at 51 and was in good shape,"
Frase says as she turns onto Macarthur Road
toward Vertac. "Then he woke up one morning, went into a coma and was dead by noon.
There was a major fire at the plant right
before this, a blowout when the reactor vessel caught fire one night. It destroyed everything around that area. All the oaks, every
hardwood practically disintegrated overnight. There were dead dogs, dead squirrels.
All the fish died in the discharge area into
Rocky Branch Creek.
"For years we'd lived a few blocks away,
and I have no doubt that my father died of
chemical poisoning," she continues. "They
did an autopsy, but couldn't find anything,
so they decided that his colon burst.
"My mother started checking around the
area, and said, 'Everyone here is dying of
cancer. We're moving.' Right after that she
went into the hospital with liver cancer. She
had just turned 50, and nobody had ever had
cancer on either side of our family. The day
before she died she told me, 'Go get 'em,
Patty, and watch out for your health.'"
So she did. Despite her own mounting
health problems, Frase organized the Arkansas Chemical Clean-Up Alliance and eventually was named to the Governor's Task Force
on Hazardous Waste. Moving with her husband Tommy to the town of Benton, 30 miles
on the other side of Little Rock, she had six
miscarriages before finally conceiving a
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daughter, now age two. Frase, who is deaf
in one ear from peripheral nerve damage,
and suffers periodic bouts of severe
chloracne (skin lesions resulting from contact with TCDD) as well as a hormonal imbalance that finds her gaining and then losing
large amounts of weight, was one of 65
Jacksonville residents who settled out of
court with Vertac in a personal injury and
wrongful death class-action lawsuit the day
before Vertac shut down its operations.
"When I was in high school and a lot of
us kids had our lymph nodes start to get
huge, the doctors at the base told us we were
allergic to deodorant," Frase continues.
When, after her mother's death, she first approached Vertac officials to ask about the
chemical odor in the air, "I was told that it
wasn't coming from Jacksonville, that! was
smelling the paper mills in Pine Bluff. I went
to the state regulatory agencies, but nobody
there would give me any straight answers
either."
Frase slows down as her car approaches
the 140-acre Vertac compound, its interior
shielded by a tall chain-link fence and a
series of pine trees contracted by the city
as part of a "beautification program," Pointing out the window, she says, "Jacksonville
wants to make it look good, so they hired a
company to put pines where all the
hardwoods used to be. The hardwoods' roots
are so long that they'd get into the contamination and die."
EPA's delayed reaction: Today a chemical odor continues to linger in the air for
blocks around the Vertac site. Behind the
wall of trees stands a waste mountain containing the highest levels of dioxin ever measured in the U.S. Nobody knows how many
more barrels were long ago buried here and
elsewhere, or their contents simply dumped
into the Rocky Branch Creek that curls away
from the site to empty into the flood plain
and eventually the Arkansas River. Despite
Continued on following page
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health complaints and reports of massive
fish kills as far back as the '50s, the dioxin
threat was not brought to public attention
until 1979. At the time, following criticisms
of the EPA's handling of the Love Canal waste
crisis—a situation the agency admitted was
far less severe than Jacksonville's—an EPA
spokesperson told the Washington Post that
the agency would move faster on cleaning
up Vertac than on any previous site.
But while the EPA did conduct testing for
contamination, eight years passed before the
agency sent a team of workers in "moon
suits" to begin the cleanup. Not until Vertac
said it could no longer afford to continue to
re-drum corrosive wastes there did the EPA
take responsibility on Feb. 1,1987.
The team sent to Jacksonville found "drum
alley," a large storage area with thousands
of the heavy corroding barrels stacked threehigh, in violation of federal regulations. And
they found "Vertac mountain," where 20,000
cubic yards of dioxin-contaminated sludge
dredged from old lagoons on the site had
been piled about 20 feet high. Altogether,
more than 100,000 cubic yards of contaminated materials, enough to cover 20 football
fields three-feet deep, were discovered
within the plant's perimeter. Besides the
leaking drums, soil was eroding, allowing
contamination to wash off the site.
Many of the buildings contained "wall-towall, ceiling-to-ceiling drums," the EPA's onscene coordinator, David Woods Gray, told
the Arkansas Democrat, one of Little Rock's
two daily newspapers. Some of the drums
were packed tight in concrete bunkers, a

carry-over from the site's original use as a
World War 11 ordnance plant. The Democrat
reported that aisle space proved inadequate
to perform inspections or maneuver equipment to remove the leaking drums. Not only
were the buildings structurally unsound, the
EPA found, but also heavily contaminated.
One tank had been leaking dioxin for so long
that stalactites and stalagmites made of the
gummy chemical had formed under it. A
similar substance ran regularly into the floor
drains leading to the site's central drainage
ditch. One of the four ditches drains directly
into the Rocky Branch Creek.
During the EPA's first six months on the
site last year, workers built two huge barns
to house some of the drums and erected
10,000 feet of four-foot-high fencing around
the perimeter. The agency also re-drummed

1983 and spring of 1985, found the worst
contamination below the Jacksonville sewage treatment plant's outflow into the Bayou
Meto flood plain. The city's entire sewer system was deteriorating, filled with broken
lines. For years after heavy rains, sewage
overflows occurred regularly in the residential area south of the plant. And during dry
periods, the EPA noted, chemicals likely filtered into the shallow groundwater adjacent
to the sewer lines. The average dioxin concentration in the sewage collection system,
was 21.5 parts per billion (ppb), and dioxin
was detected as high as 200 ppb—200 times
the EPA's action level for cleanup.
Then there was the flood plain itself,
mostly irrigated farm land, laced with dioxin
contamination after heavy rains. Out of 324
soil and sediment samples taken by the EPA

"This is one of the most serious public health
disasters in the U.S.," says Adrienne Anderson. "The
number of mysterious SIDS (Sudden Infant Death
Syndrome) deaths is horrifying."
an average of 500 to 600 leaking barrels a
week. The EPA, still on the site today, has
authorized $4.6 million for maintenance at
Vertac. But after only nine months, it had
already spent about $3 million.
The contamination at the site, however,
is only the beginning of the toxic chain.
Bottom of the barrel: An EPA study to
determine where dioxin and other chemicals
had migrated, conducted between the fall of

in a study of off-site pollution, more than
one-third contained TCDD-dioxin. In tests of
fish taken from the stream running along the
Bayou Meto flood plain, TCDD-dioxin was
detected at 35 times the Food and Drug Administration's action level, with dioxin showing up in fish as far as 80 miles downstream
from the Vertac plant. So did a host of other
persistent chlorinated hydrocarbon chemicals, some of which, like the banned DOT,

Dioxin: the most lethal substance ever produced by humans
petts, TCDb not only causes cancer bat;
* His knownLas,2J
magnifies the effects of other cancer75 varieties of chlorinated difean, .comcausing agents.,Its long-term effects iapounds that have beenliterin|lrarts|bly
%ut of chemical pestidles, plastjcs and
clude, birth defects, immune system and
metabolic disorders, altered liver funcpaper companies since the '40s. An untion and pathologic changes in the blood.
wanted byproduct' contaminant of the
Exposure to TCDD also produces skin lemanufacturing-and burning process, no
sions known as^chloracne.
body knows how much TCDD-dioxin is
Dioxin is doubly dangerous because of
tri the environment, or how to get rid of
its stability^ In sbil;or the sediment of
it or what it is doing to our bodjes. But
this much is certain: TCDD is the most
rivers and lakes, it way remain unchanged for years, climbing the food
lethal substance everproduced by huchain into the human diet; It is also easily
marts, ranking third among all fee known
absorbed -into the body by breathing
poisons behind nature's botulism and
didxin-iaden dust particles, or through
tetanus toxins.
,'.
r\,
skin contact, accumulating in fatty tissues
In tests on laboratory aninjals, tbe lowand organs like fte liver.
est measurable doses ort£D0 (down to
The major sources of TCDD-dioxin are
one-trillionth of a guinea pig's body
the
products and wastes of chemical
weight) have resulted in birth defects and
plants
manufacturing chlorinated
cancer. This form of dioxin is about 10,000
phenols such as the herbicides 2,4^-T
times more deadly than sodium cyanide,
and 2,4'D (the components of Agent
commonly used in executions bygas, and
about 500 times more toxic than , Orange), the wood preservative pentachlorophenorand the ash residues of
strychnine. And while debate persists
over its long-term effects on human ^municipal waste incinerators. Despite
millions of tons of production of such
health, the EPA has deemed it impossible
wastes over a 40-year period, no restricto establish any safe "acceptable" level
tions were put in place until 1980. The
for TCDD-dioxin contamination.
use of 2,4,5-T on rice fields and range"A very small amount will lead to ill
lands was allowed until a year ago, when
health or death in many animal species,"
the EPA finally outlawed all uses of the
says Dr. Arnold Scheeter, professor pf
herbicide. In 1987 it was revealed that the
preventive medicine at the State Univerresidues from paper mills also contain
sity of New York's health science center.
amounts of TCDDs.
"So it is classified as a super-toxin by
Dioxin contamination has resulted in
both chemists and lexicologists. One of
evacuations of residents in the iove
the very frightening things is that we are
Canal, N.Y. and Times Beach, Mo., areas.
recently finding surprisingly elevated
And dioxin exposure also prompted a
levels of dioxins in all fee humans we
lawsuit filed by more than 259,000 Viethave looked at in industrialized nations."
nam veterans, who have suffered adverse
According to Schecter and other ex-

health effects, from Agent. Orange spraying in the jungles there. Studies Of South
Vietnamese infants done^during the early
70s showed that in a year of breast-feeding they were consuming lOOto 400 times
the Centers for'Disease Control's estimated lifetime allowable dioxin dosage.
A December 1987 study by Dr. Schecter
found that the breast milk from all 50
American mothers tested in a representative sample also contained dioxin.
Dow Chemical, the major manufacturer
of 2,4,5-T, maintains that dioxin formations have occurred in all combustion
processes since "Prometheus stole fire
from the gods and brought it to mankino1."
But most scientists adamantly disagree,
noting that much of the man-made dioxin
need not be released into the environment.
For its part, the EPA proposed in December to raise by 16-fold the daily intake
of dioxin that it considers acceptable,
based on a new draft study. It states that
the dioxin may function as a "promoter"
of other cancer-causing agents rather
than being an initiator of cancerous
tumors because it does not cause the mutation of animal cells.
Barry Commoner of the College for the
Biology of Natural Systems at New York's
Queens College finds this outrageous, "In
fact, what dioxin does is enormously
stimulate an enzyme that converts environmental compounds into active carcinogens, making the body much more
vulnerable. The latest EPA risk assessments have nothing to do with science."
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hadn't been manufactured foryears.
Since the early '80s officials of the state's
Game and Fish Commission have periodically discovered contaminated fish in Arkansas markets. And in 1985 officials in Memphis, Tenn., complained to Arkansas officials
that fish from the flood plain area reeked of
chemical phenolic odors.
During the '60s, the late Dr. Rex Hancock,
a dentist in Stuttgart, Ark., first began sounding the alarm about fish kills and the biological destruction of the Bayou Meto. He and
some friends went to the chemical plant,
then owned by Hercules, and took photographs documenting the deliberate discharge of chemicals into Rocky Branch
Creek. At the time thousands of hunters and
fisherman signed petitions that were presented to the governor, but the state took
no action against the companies. In subsequent tests Hancock conducted with Frase
in the streams around Jacksonville, minnows
put in the Meto water survived no longer
than two seconds. Later, Hancock, desperate
for action, poured catfish juices onto the lap
of an EPA hearing officer, telling hhn, "Oh,
don't worry, it doesn't cause fertility problems."
Ralph Wiggins, a former plant engineer at
Hercules who underwent triple-bypass heart
surgery at age 30, recently informed the EPA
about the time he became alarmed at dumping into the creek and was told by company
bosses to remove all containers marked Hercules because "we don't want a big fish kill
and be responsible for it." But the fish kill
happened anyway.
Fish haven't been the only casualties. In
1985 plant worker James Cox died shortly
after toxic chemicals accidentally splashed
on him. Paul Koros, a fire department paramedic, tried to revive him and also suffered
chemical poisoning. Koros, now 24, suffers
recurring seizures and shows signs of leukemia. While his $800,000 negligence suit
against Vertac is still pending, the Arkansas
Fire and Police Pension Review Board denied
Koros' requested disability benefits in December, when its physician stipulated that
dioxin poisoning could not be proven.
Welcome to cancer alley: In the neighborhood bordering the Vertac facility, just
around the corner from a nursing home and
a hospital, not a soul seems to be stirring.
The air is still, but eyes are burning. "Your
ears will ring after a little while," says Jack
Park, a 23-year resident now in his early 60s.
Park, who worked at the plant when it was
owned by Reasor-Hill and who headed the
laboratory under Hercules, maintains that
some chemicals used to make Agent Orange
were brought to Jacksonville in bulk. He says
some came from Hooker Chemical in New
York, the company responsible for Love
Canal.
"Wes-brought tetrachlorobenzene from
Hooker by the train carload," he says. The
toxic chemical was later found in fish along
the local flood plain.
A few years ago Park suffered a stroke,
"This is cancer alley," he says matter-offactly. "My next-door neighbor is dying of
liver cancer right now. When some of us got
tested by Dr. Aubrey Worrell in Pine Bluff, I
had the honor of having the highest levels
of chemicals in my blood. I got a petition
drawn up by a lawyer friend asking for a
health evaluation door-to-door. That was 10
years ago. It's never happened."
Hobbling outside with his cane, Park
points out the spots where hydrochloric acid

Patty Frase (pictured here addressing members of environmental groups): "Just don't touch the food, drink the water or even wash your hands in Jacksonville."

has eaten away the cement in his driveway.
"For every pound of herbicide, the plant used
a pound of hydrochloric acid. It came in by
the carload." He picks up a grape plant,
gnarled and twisted with mutation, and
shakes his head.
Mozelle Bergschneider, 71, has lived two
blocks from the plant since 1946. She has
conducted her own survey within a fourblock radius of her home. On her list of 50
deaths in recentyears, she says most of these
were cancer victims. Another 17 people, she
says, are undergoing chemotherapy or other
cancer treatment programs. Since no state
or federal study of the area's cancer rate has
ever been conducted, residents are the only
monitors.
Bergschneider tells of running her tongue
around her mouth certain mornings and
finding a sweet taste. 'That's dioxin," she
says. "The problem is we have smelled it for
so long that our olfactory nerves are about
gone. This is a dead town, not fit for human
habitation, or animal. But 1 have no place
else to go. That's true for 99 percent of the
people here."
A few miles from the Vertac facility,
sandwiched in among a rural neighborhood
of homes, are the Graham Road and Rogers
Road dump-sites. Although both Hercules
and Vertac officials have denied under oath
that any of their products ended up at the
two landfills, some of the same wastes buried
at the plant site were found by the EPA at
both, including open drums. The EPA estimates that more than 1,000 barrels were discarded at the landfills over the years. Dioxin,
herbicides, PCBs and numerous other chemicals have been detected in the soil.
The EPA also reported finding one form
of dioxin in a family's tap water, and two
different forms in a municipal well near the

dumps. But the agency later said these results were mistakes, because the samples
had been accidentally contaminated during
laboratory analysis. According to some local
residents, dioxin mixed with waste oil was
sprayed on the rural roads to control dust,
the same situation that forced the evacuation of Times Beach. In These Times was
unable to confirm the spraying.
Alsie Glover, 53, lives right between the
two dump-sites and raised four children
there. Two of her sons bought homes nearby,
before anyone knew about a contamination
problem. Last August she joined about 100
other residents in suing Vertac, Hercules and
the city of Jacksonville, seeking unspecified
damages for property and health effects. The
city was dropped from the case, Vertac settled out of court with the citizens, and on
March 1 Hercules was acquitted by a jury in
a Little Rock federal court.
The city owned and operated the Graham
Road landfill, allowing the dumping of
hazardous chemicals until 1973, when the
state ordered it closed because of the high
water table and poor drainage.
Nowhere to go: Now the EPA, which finally added both dump-sites to the Superfund cleanup list last summer, is paying a
visit. Three women from the agency's Dallas
regional office sit around Glover's kitchen
table, seeking to determine the extent of the
damage.
A few years back, Glover recalls being told
by another EPA official, "If 1 were you, I'd get
my family out of here." But she told him she
couldn't afford to move. Before the city dug
ditches last year, water from the creek below
the Rogers Road landfill would stand in her
yard for a week or two at a time.
"It would flood over the barrels," Glover
says. "We didn't know for years they had

anything bad in them. I'd pay the city man
who ran the site $2 apiece for them to bum
trash in. So did a lot of people.
"Several times I got just deathly sick," she
continues. "One time you'd turn your faucet
on and it'd stink so bad you couldn't stay in
the kitchen. Wasn't no such thing as opening
up your house in summertime, because of
the odors. The cinders from burning the
trash down there would be all over the car.
When they finally closed the dump, they had
the pigpen right there."
The EPA officials do not follow up Glover's
last statement. Yet in June of 1985 another
EPA crew had discovered some pigpens sitting where the waste was once burned. The
pigs had been contracted out to a local
farmer to raise by the Tyson Chicken company, one of the largest poultry producers
in the world, based in Springdale, Ark. The
pigs, which wallowed regularly amid the
toxic barrels, were eventually sold to
slaughterhouses for market, "going into," as
Frase puts it, "your TV dinners or bacon."
She adds, "The state was talking about giving the farmers compensation for their contaminated pigs long before they told people
not to eat from their gardens or let their
children play outside there."
Despite a letter Glover received from the
state Health Department warning that her
well water was unfit to drink, the Jacksonville
City Council balked for months at pumping
a public water supply to the area. Now that
residents have finally received city water,
their water bills run as high as $90 a month,
far beyond what most Jacksonville families
can afford.
When Glover asks the EPA representatives
if they'd like to take a drive through the
neighborhood, they reluctantly agree.

What they witness is a house-to-house
chronicle of disease—from allergies and respiratory problems, to cancer and heart disease, both of which have affected numerous
people before they reach 50. Glover does not
wish to talk about her own health problems,
only the allergy shots that her daughter-inlaw and little granddaughter must take
weekly.
In a 1985 report about the dump-sites, the
EPA noted that "seven dead dogs were found
in the two drainage ditches" and "it appeared
that children had played there quite extensively."
It is, beyond a doubt, the children of
Jacksonville who have suffered the most. An
informal survey taken in 1985 by the Arkansas Democrat of children living in close proximity to the dump-sites (most of whom attended an elementary school in the same
area) found 10 of 18 with serious health problems, including spina bifida (fluid on the
brain), seizures, an infant with a hole between the chambers of the heart and a baby
born with part oi her brain outside the skull.
While no direct link to dioxin could be established, some state health officials told the
Democrat that the unusual situation merited
further study.
Some of Jacksonville's children never survive at all. "This is one of the most serious
public health disasters in the United States,"
says Adrienne Anderson, western director of
the National Campaign Against Toxic
Hazards. "The number of mysterious S1DS
(Sudden Infant Death Syndrome) deaths is
horrifying."
Residents refer to a section of a local
cemetery as "babyland," where babies under
six months old whose parents can't afford
Continued on following page
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Continued from preceding page
exposure.
called a lab."
% gonna bathe her baby in Lysol."
to bury them in family plots can be interred , In December the hospital received the test
All the Sheltons' could figure was that the
Dr. John Lasiter, director of the Texas labat no cost. Of nine babies known to be buried results. Levels ranging as high as 508 parts chemicals might have gotten into Joseph's oratory, would not comment on the conhere, seven died in 1985. One of them was per billion of six chlorophenols—the class % body from the water that was mixed with troversy, saying only that his lab is CDC certhree-month-old Joseph Shelton, whose of chemicals-used in the manufacturing of his formula. Or, as Dr. Brewster suspected, tified and that it is a "political situation."
mother had grown up near the dump-sites 2,4,5-T, 2,4-D, 2,4-DB and Silvex herbicides- * they could easily have been passed on during Lasiter has served on the EPA's Science Adand whose family was then living a few were found in the Shelton baby. At least three pregnancy.
visory Board longer than any current
A Vertac spokesperson, however, says the member.
blocks away. The story of events following of them were known to cause cancer in lab
this infant's death paint a still-larger picture animals, and one was a mutagen that alters baby's death was more likely caused by
Asked why the CDC didn't do its own testof governmental indifference, even cover-up. cells' genetic material. Dr. Woody told the * burning treated wood in the family's ing on the Shelton baby, Houk replies: "Well,
Ignoring the evidence: On Sept. 6,1985, Arkansas Democrat that the amounts were woodstove or by pesticide traces state in- what are you going to test? You cannot test
after the then-healthy Shelton baby received "above usual levels for urban adults," adding spectors detected around the kitchen sink. the tissues because once they have been in
"After quite some time," says Dr. Brewster, formalin, no one knows what the impurities
a 2 a.m. bottle feeding, the young parents that there are no "normal" levels of such
awoke to find him dead in his crib. A week chemicals in the blood. Other chemicals, "the final answer we got from the CDC was in the formalin are when you're talking about
later another child, 17-month-oid Jeff Shel- phenoxy herbicides, were also found in two that no, they would not re-assay the tissues low parts per billion. Like in the early days
ton, began having seizures and was rushed urine samples taken from the mother, 19- or anybody else's either. The reason they of Legionnaire's Disease, before we knew
gave me was that they had sent an inves- what it was, there was a lot of speculation
to the hospital. The director of pediatric year-old Brenda.
tigator
and were not pleased with the quality because there were trace amounts of nickel
neurology at Arkansas' Children's Hospital,
"We then requested that the Centers for
Dr. Robert Woody, suspected something un- Disease Control in Atlanta utilize the other control at the Texas lab." Besides, said the in the autopsy tissues. Well, the source was
usual after an intern ruled out spinal menin- half of [Joseph's] tissue we had stored to CDC, their scientists had researched medical really nickel plating of the autopsy instrugitis.
repeat the assay," Brewster says. "At the time literature and had found no record of ments."
As for dioxin contamination, Dr. Houk
Hospital tests on Jeff seemed to reveal the we had stored approximately 100 other chlorophenols ever showing up in human
existence of a high-level chlorophenol chem- babies' tissues from SIDS deaths that could liver and kidney tissues.
adds, "Our concern about the human health
ical in his blood. The physicians then closely have been assayed simultaneously."
Asked why the CDC wouldn't pursue it any- effects of chronic low-dose exposure are
examined tissues from an autopsy that had
When the story broke in the Arkansas way, Brewster replies, "1 was very disap- much less than they were in 1980. We have
already been performed on Joseph, a stan- Democrat, citizens began to demand some pointed at their approach. CDC has billed gotten a lot of information that appears that
dard Arkansas practice for SIDS deaths. Dr. answers from state officials. At one gathering itself as being the nation's public health lab- humans are not as sensitive to dioxin as the
Marge Brewster, who heads the hospital's state epidemiologist Dr. Tom McChesney, a oratory, and with a question of this type, it's most sensitive laboratory animal. Everybody
Metabolic Laboratory and is in charge of Ar- retired Air Force veterinarian, commented really the only resource we have to go to for in this country has TCDD in their body, up
kansas' Reproductive Health Monitoring Sys- that the autopsy findings had been "prema- an answer. I thought we had all the material to 18 parts per trillion measured in fat. It is
tem, then contacted the Enviro-Health Sys- turely released" and that it was "most dif- they needed to get some very definitive an- no cause for alarm."
Dr. Brewster, asked whether she believed
tems laboratory of Richardson, Texas, one ficult to assess what they mean," noting they swers, and their excuse doesn't make any
the CDC simply didn't want to create a stir
of the few private labs in the US. that is were being sent on to the CDC. He then sense to me."
equipped to do further testing. As a favor, it suggested the chemicals may have come
The ultimate decision, Brewster says, over the Shelton baby incident, comments:
agreed to do an unusual assay (analysis) of from herbicides sprayed around the Shelton came from Dr. Vernon Houk, director of the "1 think in general the CDC's attitude with
the deceased child's liver and kidneys, look- home.
CDC's Center for Environmental Health. Ex- regard to these toxics questions is one of
ing for specific toxic chemicals.
At another meeting of the city's sewer plaining that decision Dr. Houk says, 'The skepticism. They tend to wait until there's
"Part of what we asked for" says Dr. commissioners, Frase remembers, "Some- [Texas] lab is lousy. Their quality control is ample evidence of a problem before bringing
Brewster, "was an assay for chlorophenols, body had the audacity to say, '1 wonder if not sufficient for them to do the things they any big guns to bear upon it. That places
thinking that those being released at the time she was bathing that baby in Lysol,' and they say they can. Any lab testing parts per billion people in the situation of gathering their own
through the Jacksonville sewer system could all had a big chuckle about it. This woman in autopsy materials that have been pre- evidence, before the best set of expertise
potentially be volatilized and available for might be poor and uneducated, but she's not served in formalin is not worthy of being gets into the picture at all."
Back in 1983 Arkansas' health department
director, Dr. Ben Saltzman, had requested
Jacksonville's dioxin disaster: a chronology
federal help after citizens complained about
ill health. The CDC had agreed to analyze
rules in favor of the less costly; plan.
., JMS-TheMorid War 11 Arkansas
ers, through afanahwiian holding comdata
on Jacksonville chemicals. Up to that
v
; :
1985-A Vertac worker is tilled when less
Works4s sold by fee Jederal P> * - pany. /- \/ -, \-\'
point,
the only other tests had been conthan a gallon of a dhernical mixture spills
' -it79~It becomes publicly known that the
ducted
on 55 former workers at the chemical
on'him. A teee-inonth-oM baby dies of
* ration, which;begins to formuaie ie mplant is contaminated by dioxin. The Enplant
by
the Mount Sinai Medical Center,
apparent chemical contamination. Vertac
vironmental Protection-Agency {EPA) reIsectiddes DOT, aldrin, djeldrta, toxwhich
found
"effects of unknown signifiand the state announce plans for an Arapbene and; others. Drums of wastes are
ports finding leaking wastes containing
cance"
on
nerve
conduction in 46 percent
kansas company, Ensco, to incinerate the
.; .stacked ln*an open field near toe operaupto40 parts per million (A dioxin.Roeky
of
them.
Blood,
fat
tissue and urine samples
leaking waste barrels on-site.Citizen protions area., ,
Branch Creek, Jacksonville's Lake Dupree
were
sent
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to
New
York, but test results
tests ensue. Another ex-plant worker
1957-Reasor-Hill starts production of
and the Bayou Meto are quarantined. Vernever
came
back.
Arkansas
itself doesn't
identifies a landfill as an area where plant
> the subsequently banned herbicide 2,4,5tac ceases 2,4,5,-T production voluntarily.
even
have
a
statistical
cancer
registry,
which
wastes were buried.
T, in addition to its other chemicals in1980-The EPA and Arkansas Department
can
help
a
state
identify
unusual
cancer
clus1986-The EPA announces a cleanup plan
cluding the herbicides 2,4-D and Silvex.
of Pollution Control and Ecology sue Verters
in
specific
areas.
for off-site contaminated areas, including
ifore drums are added to the field and
tac and Hercules, and a federal court orA CDC cover-up? Even prior to the Shelwaterways, flood plains and the city
untreated waste water is discharged from
ders cleanup of both the plant and off-site
ton baby incident, the CDC had hedged. Desewer systems, with cost estimates rangcontamination,
the plant, inhere it runs downhill into
spite a state recommendation that all toxics
ing as high as $380 million. Dioxin conRocky Branch Creek,
1982-The chemical plant site is placed
be considered in the CDC's investigation, the
tamination
is
found
in
Arkansas
wood
1961-The plant is acquired by the Her18th on the EPA's national "Superfund"
CDC examined only the EPA's measured enducks. The citizens' lawsuit against Vercules chemical company. The old waste
cleanup list. Negotiations continue
vironmental
dioxin levels in Jacksonville.
tac is settled out of court. Vertac ceSses
drums are buried in the same area. Heramong state, federal government and
Then
in
July
of
1985 the CDC decided not to
production of 2,4-D and shuts down the
cules adds ehlordane to its chemical repchemical companies on the cleanup plan.
undertake
a
fatty-tissue
study of residents.
plant.
ertoire and discharges processed waste
1983-The Arkansas health director asks
Their
reasoning,
which
was
contradicted by
1987-Vertac transfers its assets to a new
water into the creek,
for EPA help after citizens complain about
EPA
studies,
was
that
Jacksonville's
dioxin
corporation, pays off a debt to Dow Chem1967-68~Hercules manufactures the deill health. The Centers for Disease Control
problem
was
not
as
bad
as
Times
Beach's.
ical, and leaves Arkansas and cleanup refoliant Agent Orange for shipment to Vietagree to analyze existing data on chemAfter the CDC turned down further testing
sponsibilities behind. The federal governnam.
ical pollution in Jacksonville. A multi-milof
the Shelton baby, Dr. Brewster personally
ment and te state take Vertac to court
1972-Hercules leases the plant to Translion-dollar consolidated lawsuit is filed
contacted
four EPA/CDC labs. Each of them
for fraud, naming Dow in the suit. More
vaal, Inc. Herbicide production, halted by citizens against Hercules and Vertac.
also
turned
her down. Finally, a California
than 100 residents near two dump-sites
briefly in 1971, resumes. Burial of drums
A former Hercules worker identifies the
lab
said
it
would
examine 10 unlabeled baby
added to the EPA's Superfund list file suit
of concentrated waste continues until
old Jacksonville city dump as an area
assays,
including
the Shelton's, for a $10,000
against Jacksonville and the chemical
1974.
where wastes from the plant were buried.
fee.
companies in federal court, seeking dam1976-Transvaal and four other com1984-The EPA releases a report stating
In the interim, according to Brewster, the
ages and city water supplies. Internapanies merge into Vertac.
hazardous waste contamination poses a
other
100 tissue samples of SIDS victims
tional Technologies, Inc., of California is
1978-Vertac companies are under procontinuing health danger to the area. Verbeing
preserved
by Children's Hospital were
selected
to
incinerate
the
Vertac
wastes
tection of the federal court during banktac, Hercules and the state fight the EPA,
thrown
out,
apparently
by accident, by a
on-site.
-D.R.
ruptcy procedures. The company is
seeking to reduce a $20 million cleanup
morgue
attendant.
"I
feel
now that 1 should
brought out of bankruptcy by new ownplan to $2 million. A federal court judge
have gathered them in a safe," she says.
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Finally, under prodding from Arkansas * think I did something to help somebody else.
doctors and health officials, the CDC did
Twenty years ago if they had dealt with this
agree to do a study to gauge children's expo- . problem, fact is my son might be with us ,
sure level to chemicals, using "control
today and maybe I'd have some healthy chilgroups" of 100 children from Jacksonville * dren."
and Conway, a town 30 miles away. The study He pauses a moment, this man who paints '
did not show substantially higher levels of • satellite dishes for a living and never had
chlorophenols in the Jacksonville children, much formal education, and says: "Our govalthough some doctors questioned the wis- • ernment, back in the '60s, these companies
dom of comparing samples from com- made the Agent Orange for 'em. I figure that's
munities in such close proximity.
probably got a lot to do with us having a
Brewster then asked state health officials hard time. That's the Pentagon. That's where
if they could obtain the CDC's samples from
the power's at."
the urine of the Jacksonville children, but
Pentagon keeps its distance: For 20
her request was denied. 'The reason given years, the Little Rock Air Force Base was the
by the CDC was that the remaining volumes military's primary location for Titan II misof urine were too small to test," Brewster
siles, which were recently dismantled there.
says. Prase's group contacted the CDC and Outside of the state government, the base is
asked officials to comply. But the CDC and
the largest employer in Arkansas, which
the state Health Department refused a sec- "competes" with Mississippi for the dubious
ond time, because, according to Frase, "they distinction of having the highest illiteracy
didn't want Children's Hospital doing quality rate and lowest income level in the US. And
control on its own."
"I worry a lot about exposure to chemicals
in the environment, because 1 think it's quite
large," concludes Dr. Brewster. "The dioxin
issue is the unknown, and is extremely difficult to test for. We need more studies of
exposure that might affect the immune system, better epidemiological studies of health
effects and more work on analyzing low-dose
exposure to environmental chemicals. But
it could all be resolved if the money, and
the politics, were there to resolve it."
Dr. Paul Connett, a biochemist at New
York's St. Lawrence University and founder
of the organization Work on Waste, is convinced after a visit to Jacksonville that "politics" explains why the CDC called off further
investigation into the sudden, inexplicable
death of the Shelton baby.
"I'm sure someone told them it's a
bombshell," says Connett. "Because one of The ERA sent a team of workers in "moon
the claims that the industry always makes suits" to clean up the Vertac site.
is that no one has ever died from dioxin or the base is a plum that neither Arkansas ofrelated chemicals. And once that can be ficials nor the Pentagon wants to see jeoparshown, it's a whole different ball game—for dized.
the Vietnam veterans exposed to Agent
Some of the base property was originally
Orange and many other people."
donated by Reasor-Hill Chemical, the pre"I ain't gonna let up": Jeff Shelton, the decessor of Hercules and Vertac. Mystery
father of Joseph and Jeff, sits at a kitchen continues to shroud the relationship betable inside his small trailer. Jeff Jr., now tween the base and Hercules' contract with
three, is on medication to control his sei- the government to manufacture Agent
zures. A five-month-old daughter is on a Orange. The military used C-130 cargo
heart monitor, just in case.
planes to transport the defoliant overseas.
Rubbing a hand over his eyes, the father The base is still the country's main training
says, "There was a baby died a few houses center for C-130 pilots, but the military maindown from where ours did, a couple months tains that none of the planes based in Arkanafter we moved. Started having breathing sas were used to ship Agent Orange. One
problems, and by the time they got him to reporter was told that the cargo planes didn't
Children's, he was dead. But they haven't even arrive on the base until 1971.
wanted to get into all this.
But Frase, who was living there when her
"I protested, went to the governor's office father served as acting base commander in
and did some things I regret," he continues. 1969, insists she saw C-130s at the time and
"There was a time I took a coffin up there, wonders "why they're denying those planes
to make a statement. I had been trying to were here for those couple of years." She
get ahold of Governor Clinton a long time, says base engineers told her that they tested
and was getting ducked. I'd call and they'd bay and cargo areas of some of the planes
say he was busy with his campaign. So this and found them highly contaminated.
was the only way I could figure to get their
The Pentagon appears intent on keeping
attention. It really tore me up inside. My in- its distance from Arkansas' dioxin contention was to follow him around his cam- troversy. Late in 1985 Arkansas Rep. Tommy
paign trail. Some of my family agreed with Robinson, a member of the House Armed
it, some didn't, so I never did. The governor's Services Committee, asked the military to
staff told reporters they hadn't forgotten, and take charge of Vertac's contaminated barrels
would let us know as soon as they investi- and dispose of them at Arkansas' Pine Bluff
gated more. That was two years ago."
Arsenal. Robinson insisted that since much
Shelton plans to return soon to his home- of the problem resulted from the military's
town in Indiana, where an uncle says he'll Agent Orange contract with Hercules, they
hook him up with some attorneys. "I ain't bore equal responsibility.
In a letter to Robinson dated December
gonna let up," he says. "One of these days
maybe I'll be able to lay my head down and 13, 1985, then-Defense Secretary Caspar

Weinberger personally responded: "For DoD •
[Department of Defense] to take on the disposal responsibility for private sector wastes
would simply impose on DoD someone else's k
responsibility to satisfy permitting require- +
ments and conditions for protection of the
environment." Besides, Weinberger added, ,
Pine Bluff wasn't technically equipped to
handle highly toxic dioxin.
*
Robinson followed up by saying he would
seek an amendment to a Defense appropriations bill to rescind a federal regulation that
banned the military from assuming any responsibility for civilian-produced waste.
Adding that he intended to raise questions *
at hearings of the Veteran's Affairs Committee, Robinson said, "This will allow me to
open a Pandora's box about Agent Orange."
But Robinson never pursued the matter
further. The congressman is now pushing for
mobile-based MX missiles on railroad cars
to be stationed at the base.
Kept in the dark: Questions remain, however, especially about possible large-scale
chemical contamination on the base.
Max Pierce, now 55 and burdened with
health problems, was employed during the
early '50s by Reasor-Hill Chemical. "At one
time there were two plants," says Pierce,
"and one was located about where the PX,
the commissary and the NCO club are now.
We used to get cars full of barrels of toxaphene. It was nothing just to lay 'em on the
ground and chop 'em up. Wherever you
found a spot you just dumped. Those barrels
were taken around different places where
the base is—2,4-D, cotton dust, dieldrin, all
different types of chemicals. Who thought
back then mat this stuff could get into the
groundwater and be a problem for people?"
Pierce says he believes much of the waste
ran off into the nearby creek and probably
into a lake on the base. "I'm sure if the EPA
or the state did some tests, they'd find
foreign substances still in the soil. If I was
on that air base and shopping in the commissary or the PX, it'd kinda make me wonder
what lies under that ground."
The DoD has tested for some chemicals
on the base, but Frase and others say they
never looked in the right places. A pilot still
on duty there, who requested anonymity,
says he's heard rumors of more toxics being
buried under the base golf course.
For years military personnel were kept in
the dark about the situation. Recently, however, due to escalating local pressure, the
base's public affairs office assigned someone
to assemble a one-page briefing sheet. He
was told to contact the EPA, the state pollution agency and the Chamber-sponsored
Jacksonville People With Pride.
"I think the fact sheet is being put together
because the criticism could easily be made
that the Air Force has done absolutely nothing to inform its people of the problem
there," says the pilot. "A lot of men have
come and gone, and never knew they were
exposed to anything. Now the base is gonna
say that the bad news is that you don't want
to get a house real close to certain areas,
but the good news is that the EPA is gonna
come in and fix everything. Their shield is
this huge government agency we can supposedly rely on called the EPA. The commanders won't say anything where they
could get criticized from the boys downtown,
the local Chamber or the real estate people
or the mayor. Now when a reporter calls,
they can say a highly qualified officer looked
into the problem and put together this brief-

ing for everybody on the base. In fact, it's a
half-truth. But that's the way the military is."
A healthy 25-year-old first lieutenant in
his squadron died in the early '80s, according
to the pilot. 'They sent him off to the VA
Regional Center, and nobody knew. They
never did tell us exactly what happened to
him, other than he apparently got cancer of
the liver, like a lot of people in this town."
Frase says, "I know that a lot of military
men [at the base] who've taken ill have been
sent to Pennsylvania to be treated. They die
there, but the death certificate never reads
Little Rock Air Force Base."
A physician at Little Rock's Veterans Administration Medical Center responds, "If
anything like that is going on, I've seen no
evidence of it. The base does air-evacuate a
certain proportion of people who need
surgery, which we don't have here, to major
'teaching hospital' military centers in Texas."
The physician says he has not noticed any
unusual rate of cancers that might be associated with toxic chemicals, but adds that
the base has a relatively young population.
Yet when a woman whose husband was
on active duty in Jacksonville began raising
questions about contamination at the base,
a transfer came through to a base in Minot,
N.D. "They were continually harassed by the
military," says Anderson of the National
Campaign Against Toxic Hazards. "We have
documentation of other families who have
since left the base, been harassed, and who
have not been given proper medical support
despite their clearly documented contamination."
Frase says that "no people should be allowed to come to the base and expose their
families at the rate the government is bringing them in. There are dump-sites on the
base that need remedial action immediately."
According to a source on the base and
other residents, the Air Force has quietly
taken a few other steps. No longer will the
local Veterans Administration (VA) approve
loans on homes in particular areas near the
plant. But few personnel ask too many questions when they are able to purchase a
$100,000 home for $35,000. A VA spokesperson denies both allegations.
When in 1984 Frase discussed the base
situation with an aide to Sen. Edward Kennedy in Washington, the staffer finally threw
up his hands. "If they announced there were
problems," he said, "the military would have
to pay those men hazard pay for just being
there. No way. The government will do anything to protect it, and so will the state of
Arkansas."
"Played for fools": As the sun sets over
Jacksonville, Frase maneuvers her car onto
the highway heading home. Shaking her
head, she says softly, "Most people in this
community, with all their money tied up in
their homes and children, don't want to believe that everything they've worked for
might be useless. We are played for fools
here, but these people have no outlet. In all
these years, the EPA has agreed to hold only
one public hearing. But after all, who are
you going to believe? A bunch of yelling
housewives, or the EPA, the CDC and the
Department of Defense?"
Q
Dick Russell is a freelance writer whose environmental reporting regularly appears in
national publications.
(Next week: The cover-up in Jacksonville,
and Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton's pellmell
rush to "burn the evidence.")
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In race relations there's
another flower blooming
In January Thurston Little, one of 11 children bom to a white
sharecropper in northeastern Mississippi, and now the owner of a
local pipe manufacturing firm, held a hmd-raiser for Jesse Jackson
in Corinth, Miss. "1 feel like he's the black George Wallace of the
South," Little says. "He stirs up the same emotion in people that
Wallace did. There's something missing out there. People are looking
for something new. Poor people, they don't care what it is, they're
looking for something to help them."
This is what Jackson calls the other side of race relations. Violence in New York's Howard Beach or Georgia's Forsyth County
grabs the headlines, as indeed it must, he says. "But there's something else going on. There's another flower blooming." And events of
the past few weeks confirm what he says. In three northern states
with tiny minority populations—Minnesota, Maine and VermontJackson ran second and averaged 25 percent of the vote in
primaries or caucuses. And, Little predicted, "He's gonna be hell in
the South. You can get ready for that."
Much of America's growth has been built on racial exploitation—

Administration inches
out of mental gridlock
As we observed two weeks ago, the only solution to the crisis in
the Mideast is through an international conference, including both
the United States and the Soviet Union, at which the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) would represent the Palestinian people.
This view, which we have proposed from time to time for the past
decade, now seems to be forcing its way into the agenda of the
Reagan administration, thanks to the recent activities of Palestinians
on the West Bank and Gaza.
All parties to the conflict, except for Israeli officials, see the handwriting on the wall. Last week Jordan's King Hussein echoed the
Arab nations' desire for a conference attended by the five permanent
members of the U.N. Security Council and the PLO. In response, Secretary of State George Shultz is reported to have had a "new idea"—
a conference at which the United States and the Soviet Union would
preside, with the three other permanent members of the Security
Council—China, Britain and France—serving as observers. A PLO
role was implicit, prompting an Israeli official to report that Shultz
had to wring a "reluctant agreement" from Prime Minister Yitzhak
14 IN THESE TIMES MARCH 9-15,

of Native Americans in our continental expansion, of blacks in
southern slavery, of Asians and Hispanics in the building of the
West. The United States is a society shot through with racism, which
has been a major element in the success of American capitalism,
just as it has been a hindrance for the left. Yet we have also evolved,
especially since World War II, as a nation uniquely diverse, ethnically and racially, and with an increasing commitment, both in
rhetoric and reality, to equality.
Four years ago, when Jackson almost literally forced his way into
the 1984 presidential contest, few whites could imagine him—or any
black—to be a serious candidate. But since then he has been changing that. Few Southern whites will say flat-out that they support _
Jackson, but many now take him seriously. When asked if race
would matter in making a decision about his candidacy, one North
Carolina bus driver said, "Don't matter to me. 1 drive a handicapped
bus with all races and we are all equal. My Bible tells me that's the
way we're supposed to live." And at the College of William and Mary
in Williamsburg, Va., Jackson was greeted with a roaring ovation
from 400 students, almost all of them white. One said he "conveys a
sense of warmth, like he's one of us. One of the people.... I've definitely changed my opinion of Jackson. He's in the running now." In
large part, Jackson's standing in the polls reflects the state of American race relations. He has the highest overall positives and the
highest negatives. But the positives are growing and the negatives
shrinking.
•
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Shamir. Reluctant, the official explained, because Shamir may now
find it difficult to reject "the rest of the proposed package."
But that won't stop Shamir and others from trying. As the English
language Israeli magazine New Outlook commented in its February
issue, Israeli politicians who claim they are ready for a political
solution, yet "refuse to recognize the Palestinian people and their
right to self-determination," are wasting time in "cunning maneuvers
looking for an alternative to the legitimate Palestinian leadership,
namely, the PLO."
But the only alternative is mental gridlock. This was demonstrated
by the New York Times, which fretted on March 2 that "no serious
Mideast talks can be held without PLO participation in some fashion," adding quickly that because "the PLO has never stated unequivocally its willingness to coexist with Israel," neither the United
States nor Israel can negotiate with it. So the "only sensible course"
is to refuse to deal with the PLO "unless it changes its charter and
clearly accepts peace with Israel."
In other words, the Times and many others are saying, what must
be negotiated has to be settled before negotiations can begin. This
would indeed be a "cunning maneuver," if it were not so transparently ludicrous. As the Times itself notes in the same editorial,
Palestinian "independence from the PLO is a fiction, but a useful
one." A fiction, yes. Useful? Only to those who prefer continued war
to peace and security in the Mideast. Fortunately, the administration
seems to be inching away from this position.
•
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